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A preliminary attempt at an integrative “survey” of where we stand



Machine learning and neuroscience 
speak different languages today…

ML Neuro

Gradient-based optimization

Supervised learning

Augmenting neural nets with 
external memories

Circuits

Representations

Computational motifs

“the neural code”

Key messages (still very much hypotheses): 
These are not as far apart as we think 
Modern ML, suitably modified, may provide a partial framework for theoretical neuro



biological specializations
<>

different circuits
<>

different computations

“Atoms of computation” framework (outdated)



“The big, big lesson from neural networks is that there exist 
computational systems (artificial neural networks) for which 
function only weakly relates to structure... 
  
A neural network needs a cost function and an optimization 
procedure to be fully described; and an optimized neural 
network's computation is more predictable from this cost 
function than from the dynamics or connectivity of the 
neurons themselves.”

Greg Wayne (DeepMind) in response to Atoms of Neural Computation paper

Objection to a “list of neural computations”



Three hypotheses for linking neuroscience and ML

1) Existence of cost functions: 
the brain optimizes cost functions (~ as powerfully as backprop)

2) Diversity of cost functions: 
the cost functions are diverse, area-specific and systematically 
regulated in space and time
(not a single “end-to-end” training procedure)

3) Embedding within a structured architecture: 
optimization occurs within a specialized architecture containing
pre-structured systems (e.g., memory systems, routing systems) 
that support efficient optimization
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the brain optimizes cost functions (~ as powerfully as backprop)

2) Diversity of cost functions: 
the cost functions are diverse, area-specific and systematically 
regulated in space and time
(not a single “end-to-end” training procedure)

3) Embedding within a structured architecture: 
optimization occurs within a specialized architecture containing
pre-structured systems (e.g., memory systems, routing systems) 
that support efficient optimization

Not just the trivial “neural dynamics can be described in terms of 
cost function(s)”… it actually has machinery to do optimization



Three hypotheses for linking neuroscience and ML

1) Existence of cost functions: 
the brain optimizes cost functions (~ as powerfully as backprop)
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Back-propagation 

Node perturbation
Serial
Parallel

Weight perturbation
Serial
Parallel

efficient, exact 
gradient computation
by propagating errors 
through multiple layers

slow, high-variance
gradient computation

slow, high-variance
gradient computation

1) Existence of cost functions: 

Ways to perform optimization in a neural network 



Back-propagation is much more efficient and precise,
but computational neuroscience has mostly rejected it 

It has instead focused on local synaptic plasticity rules, 
or occasionally on weight or node perturbation

Example:

1) Existence of cost functions: 
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1) Existence of cost functions: 

Do you really need information to flow “backwards along the axon”? 

Or more generally, is the “weight transport” problem a genuine one?



transpose(W) x e 
gets fed back 

into the hidden units

B x e 
gets fed back 

into the hidden units

1) Existence of cost functions: 



normal back-prop

fixed random feedback weights

1) Existence of cost functions: 



1) Existence of cost functions: 
Use multiple dendritic compartments to store both “activations” and “errors”

soma voltage ~ activation
dendritic voltage ~ error derivative



firing rate ~ activation
d(firing rate)/dt ~ error derivative

1) Existence of cost functions: 
Or use temporal properties of the neuron to encode both signals

See also similar claims by Hinton



1) Existence of cost functions: 
Removing the two-phase and globally-coordinated aspects of back-prop 



1) Existence of cost functions: 
But isn’t gradient descent only compatible with “supervised” learning?

No! Lots of unsupervised learning paradigms operate via gradient descent…

classic auto-encoder
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1) Existence of cost functions: 
But isn’t gradient descent only compatible with “supervised” learning?

No! Lots of unsupervised learning paradigms operate via gradient descent…

generative adversarial network



1) Existence of cost functions: 

Signatures of error signals being computed in the visual hierarchy?!

Does not yet tell us whether it is something like backprop, 
or whether these signals are used for learning vs. inference…



The brain could efficiently compute approximate 
gradients of its multi-layer weight matrix via 
propagating credit through multiple layers of neurons

Diverse potential mechanisms available leveraging:
Dendritic computation
Timing-dependent plasticity
…

Such a core capability for error-driven learning could 
underpin diverse supervised and unsupervised 
learning paradigms

1) Existence of cost functions: 

Take Away



Three hypotheses for linking neuroscience and ML

2) Biological fine-structure of cost functions: 
the cost functions are diverse, area-specific and systematically 
regulated in space and time
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Global “value functions” vs. multiple local internal cost functions

Randal O’Reilly

These diagrams describe a global 
“value function” for “end-to-end” 
training of the entire brain… 
but these aren’t the whole story! 

2) Biological fine-structure of cost functions: 
the cost functions are diverse, area-specific and systematically 
regulated in space and time



Internally-generated bootstrap cost functions: 
against “end to end” training

Simple optical flow calculation provides an
internally generated “bootstrap” training signal for hand recognition

Optical flow: bootstraps hand recognition
Hands + faces: bootstraps gaze direction recognition
Gaze direction (and more): bootstraps more complex social cognition



Internally-generated bootstrap cost functions: 
against “end to end” training

Generalizations of this idea could be a key architectural principle 
for how the biological brain would generate and use internal training 
signals (a form of “weak label”)
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?

Possibility: The brain may re-purpose deep reinforcement learning to 
optimize diverse internal cost functions, which are computed internally and 
delivered as scalars

But how are internal cost functions represented and delivered?

Normal backprop: need a full vectorial target pattern to train towards
Reinforcement: problems of credit assignment are even worse



Ways of making deep RL efficient



Ways of making deep RL efficient

“biologically plausible”?



A complex molecular and cellular basis for 
reinforcement-based training in primary visual cortex

(i.e., glia not neurons)

Reinforcement in striatum:  VTA dopaminergic projections
Reinforcement in cortex: basal forebrain cholinergic projections

with a glial intermediate!



Reinforcement in striatum:  VTA dopaminergic projections
Reinforcement in cortex: basal forebrain cholinergic projections

Where are the cost functions: 
Cholinergic transmission to cortex from basal forebrain?



Where are the cost functions: 
A diversity of reinforcement-like signals?

Classic work by Eve Marder in the crab stomatogastric ganglion



Where are the cost functions:
Motor intention efference copies via thalamus?

Sherman and Guillery:  
“Anatomical pathways that 
link perception and action”



Where are the cost functions:
Storage of temporal context in thalamus for predictive learning?



Where are the cost functions:
Storage of temporal context in thalamus for predictive learning?



Not a single “end-to-end” cost function for the entire brain

A series of cost functions generated internally and deployed to 
particular brain areas at particular times
in a genetically and developmentally regulated fashion

Bootstrapping of learning based on heuristics and weak labels 
(“prior knowledge” encoded into the training process)

Reinforcement system may be re-purposed for diverse internal cost 
functions, and coupled with multi-layer credit assignment in deep 
networks

Take Away

2) Biological fine-structure of cost functions: 
the cost functions are diverse, area-specific and systematically 
regulated in space and time



Three hypotheses for linking neuroscience and ML

3) Embedding within a pre-structured architecture: 
the brain contains dedicated, specialized systems for efficiently 
solving key problems whose solutions are not easily bootstrapped 
by learning, such as information routing and variable binding
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Pathfinder
e.g., Hippocampus

Working memory slots
e.g., PFC

Gated relays
e.g., Thalamus

Multi-timescale
predictive feedback
e.g., Cerebellum

Reinforcement
learning
e.g., Basal Ganglia

Specialized subsystems

Sensory Inputs Motor Outputs

Data Training



Neuroscience broadly has found an array of specialized structures



Solari and Stoner 2011



Solari and Stoner cognitive model

Solari and Stoner 2011



Integrated “biological” cognitive architectures: LEABRA and SPAUN

Interesting but do not show “powerful” AI performance



Compare: Emerging structured machine learning architectures

Graves, Wayne, Danihelka (2014) 



Compare: Emerging structured machine learning architectures

Memory system is already 
somewhat hippocampus-inspired…



Compare: Emerging structured machine learning architectures



Stewart, Eliasmith et al 2010

thalamic gating of “copy and paste” operations 
between cortical working memory buffers, executing 
a sequence of steps controlled by the basal ganglia

Pre-structured architectures in the brain: 
to make learning efficient?
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Differences with today’s deep learning

Information represented via assemblies/attractors

See also: “Imprinting and recalling cortical ensembles” by Yuste lab
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The attractors may be in cortico-thalamo-cortical loops
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MDN = mediodorsal 
nucleus of thalamus

Basal ganglia gated cortico-thalamo-
cortical loops in working memory...



Differences with today’s deep learning

Auto-associative and hetero-associative memories



Differences with today’s deep learning

Coordinating communication via oscillations?

Thalamus sets up synchronous oscillations in donor and 
recipient cortical areas, and this synchrony gates direct 
cortico-cortical information transfer between them



Differences with today’s deep learning

Coordinating communication via oscillations?



Differences with today’s deep learning

Coordinating learning via oscillations?



TAKE HOME MESSAGES
We have no idea if the brain “does backprop”, but also no reason to think it cannot

The end of the “representations + transformations” program?
Neural representations are complex

You can find any almost any “tuning” 
(e.g., see recent Giacomo/Ganguli grid cell results)

Neural computations are diverse

What if “understanding” should mean identifying:
Architecture
Cost Functions (as a function of area and time)
Means of optimization

…rather than directly modeling how representations
are transformed, i.e.,  
rather than listing “atoms of computation”

But: need to understand the significance of key elements like
Attractors, Oscillations, Dendritic Computation, Diversity of Neurons/Synapses
and the nature of the the specialized memory systems and control structures

Look to mesoscale anatomy for clues to architecture?



You can find almost any “tuning”



Thank You


